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About This Game

Between our world and the world beyond lie the Titan Souls, the spiritual source and sum of all living things. Now scattered
amongst the ruins and guarded by the idle titans charged with their care, a solitary hero armed with but a single arrow is once

again assembling shards of the Titan Soul in a quest for truth and power.

Colossal Titans: Explore the ancient ruins of your forefathers and uncover extraordinary and unique titans, each with their own
savage attacks and hidden weakness. Find and exploit their faults to slay the beasts and consume the primeval power that lies

within them.

Simple Combat: Loose your solitary arrow at the monstrous titans and summon it back to your hand to unleash another
forceful strike. Dash and run from the titan’s attacks but do not fear death, as it is both inevitable and plentiful in Titan Souls.

Arcane Secrets: This realm is not without its secrets. Long forgotten titans are hidden in the shadows and prowling through the
furthest corners of the land – find them, destroy them, and take their souls for your own to discover the true extent of the power

that resides here.

Titan Souls | Digital Special Edition

The Titan Souls Digital Special Edition includes a digital artbook, world map, full original soundtrack and desktop backgrounds.
All files can be found in the game's folder on your hard drive.
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Welcome to Insane Decay of Mind, spiritual successor to Bonnie Tyler's two-packs-a-day anthem 'Total Eclipse of the
Heart'. The first friendly face in this game that can be bothered to talk to you tells you "LOLLIPOP COMPASS" and
then twists her head around at inhuman angles as you back away slowly down the corridor.

Honestly, that really sums this impenetrable madness up for me. You walk around, you find objects. Sometimes you
can pick them up, sometimes they just mysteriously vanish when you go near them. You're never entirely sure whether
you're progressing or just dying as the game seems to randomly regenerate the level each time you're killed by a
tentacle or zombie hall monitor or jackass in a rabbit mask.

I'm aware that me being unsure of what in the name of god this game is trying to accomplish is not much of a valid
reason to vote it down but I walked into a door, the game froze for about a minute and then reloaded the same area
with the Lollipop Compass madwoman standing mere feet in front of me and I'm having a hard time believing that any
of that was intentional. Lollipop Compass indeed, my dear. Lollipop Compass indeed.

Baffled progress below:
https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=GqtHyDLxAwY. When's part 2. I am not good at writing reviews, but here I go.)

This game is really fun, I'll put down the pros and cons of this game.

PROS:
Nice Calm relaxing Game
Good Simulator
Lots of things to Do
Day and Night Cycle

CONS:
None.

I highly suggest getting this game if you like Simulators, or Casual Games.. DO NOT BUY THIS GAME!

Battles do not load. Access violation error. Been a few years now but problem hasn't been patched.
Save your cash.. at least its not made by EA.. No one problem is the help locks up; the game.. An excellent game well worth the
asking price if you enjoy quake-like FPS arena shooters. I'm not really into the CS:GO style VR games out right now, but when
I tried this out I felt it was exactly what I was looking for: fast-paced, able to leap large distances, on the fly weapon upgrades,
and in-and-out 10 minute arena matches. The shooting is accurate in VR, the graphics are good, and it has a great feel to it when
you're running and jumping around shooting others, The bots are good enough to play with, but what is seriously lacking is a
playerbase, though I have encountered other players a couple of times. The bots fill the gap between games with others, but this
game will really take off once the playerbase picks up. Bonus points for an active dev and an actually updating EA game. Highly
recommended fast-paced FPS with the hopes that the more people pick this up and get into it, the better it'll be for everyone.. It
makes an already great game even better, the name speaks for itself
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So i thought i couldn't become any more lesbian after playing Double Peace.... I was wrong.. even though this game is only 10
dollars it's not in my opinion worht it. constantly freezing and\/or locking up. terrible AI, and lack of any real fun for me. it
would be a great free to play but I wouldn't waste the money on it.. At least the splash screen looks cool.

This is a game where you play as a crow. As the only game with this feature, there is some reason to play it.

This game is worth about three dollers. It's a little different, and a little fun.. Very polished game. I like the dorky sounds the
little alien robot makes. I know I haven't played much, but I can tell when a game feels right and will be fun with friends. I think
it's definetly a game to show to friends who are interested in VR, or who haven't tried it yet. I've played about 4 levels, and the
immersion is nice. I hear there's about 50 levels, and then a style type of level, so I believe the content is there. For the
discounted price, It was a no brainer for me.. Game was fun but its soo poorly optimized, its so hard to hit the ball when the club
comes second behind my actual swing motion
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